First-Time Xulon Press Author Releases Children’s Book about a Unique Dollar Bill

The adventures of UDB are written to make children laugh out loud and use their imaginations.

PATOMAC, Md. (PRWEB) February 15, 2019 -- Within the pages of Sea Kay’s new book, The Adventures of Unique Dollar Billy ($15.99, paperback, 9781545648049; $7.99, ebook, 9781545651537), readers, both kids and adults alike, will find a compilation of short stories about the amusing, remarkable everyday adventures of a dollar bill, Unique Dollar Billy or UDB, as he is fondly called.

In this first book of the UDB Series, the stories will bring a dollar bill's experiences to life for young readers (12 and under). The character of UDB will prove effective in engaging children’s minds and imaginations as they read about his travels.

“[My] dream is to make children laugh out loud and use their imaginations,” says Kay.

UDB learns from other bill friends that we are all unique, and our smudges and folds only reflect our life’s journey. His travels will teach children some life lessons while gaining a sense of belonging.

In her scientific career, Sea Kay has published papers; however, she has never written fiction, much less stories for children. One day, she decided to reach out to children by writing humorous stories to make them laugh and teach important lessons.

Xulon Press, a division of Salem Media Group, is the world’s largest Christian self-publisher, with more than 12,000 titles published to date. The Adventures of Unique Dollar Billy is available online through xulonpress.com/bookstore, amazon.com, and barnesandnoble.com
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